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Mr. Scott Monison MP
Suite 102, Level I
30 The Kingsway
Cronulla, NSW.2230
Dear Mr. Monison.

OUEST]ONS IiOR THE CSIRO
I write to you as my local F'ederal Member. I would be gratef'ul ifyou would obtain
answers to the lollowing questions from the CSIRO, on my behalf.

1.

when replicating the earth's recent climate history, lbr the 'base case' scena o. does
the CSIRO's global climate model increase or decrease the period ofthe'historical'
vi(ual global hydrological cycle as the eadh's'historical'virtualtemperature increased,
and by approximately what percentage? (e.g. the 'historical' viftual period lengthens by
say 40% for each I degree increase in 'historical' virtual temperaturc.)

2.

when projectjng the earth's future climate, for the 'base case' scenario. does the
CSIRO's global climate model increase or decrease the period ofthe vitual global
hydrological cycle as the earth's virtual tempetature increases, and by approximately
what percentage?

3.

Could the CSIRO please cite the reference to a published peer reviewed climate
research paper that provides observational data. which clearly shows the global
hydrological cycle slows down (i.e. thc period lengthens) as global temperature
increases?

I make this request having read lhe Climate Commission's recently pubiished report "The
Criiical Decade Climate science. risks and response". I lbund their assertion ",Srr?ildrll'
although considerable etidence points bwerl an acceleration ofthe lrydrological cycle as
the clifiate uarms incredsed evapoltllio11, more vater vupour in the atmosPhere and
thc research connuniry" (page
increased precipitalion this trend is still being debated
2l) of great concern.

i

ln the same paragraph the Climate Commission makes the very influential and very
emotive assertion that "These uncertdinlies, however, in no vay diminish our conJidence ....in oa'assessment lhat human emissions ofgreenhouse gases are the primary reason Jitr
t his tNdfini11g." I note that the Climatc Com m iss ion uses the term "at.te.!.t 1srl' rather than
" t)bselndtit)11" . becanse there is no observational data to support this asseftion and, as the
Royal Society has stated publicly, this assertion rests on evidence manut'actured by global
climate models (GCMS).
The Climale Commission is clearly unaware that the above tlvo assertions are completely
incompatible. The climate research community cannot be uncertain about whether the
hydrological oycle accelerates or slows down as lemperature increases, but still be
confident that human greenhouse gas emissions were the primary cause ofrecent global
warming or will. ilunfettered. cause dangerous global warming.

hydrological cycle slow down, remain unchaDged or accelerate as
temper{tu re increases?
At present ii takes on average around I l-days for water vapour to evaporate, be transported
Does the

by air currents to colder higher altitudes and latitudes. condense and l'all back to the surface,

mainly as rain.
As far as I am aware, all the major GCMS are programmed in such a way, that the period of
the virtual hydrological cycle lengthens by between 3% ( I I.33-days) and 5% ( I I.55-days)
for each I degree increase in temperature, depending upon the GCM.
There is, as tle Climate Commission says, considerable evidence that the hydrological
cycle accelerates as temperature increases and this evidcnce has been validated through a
process ofintensive scrutiny by the wider climate research community.
As far as I a aware, there is no published peer reviewed and validated observational data
which clearly shows the hydrological cycle slows down as the temperature increases
Hence, the urgent need for the CSIRo to provide an answer to my Question 3, above.

A briefdiscussion ofthe theory
when a cold, dry parcel ofair descends to the ea h's surface it will most likely come into
contact \4,ith water. since oceans cover 7l o/o ofthe eafih's surface. Most evaporation (86%)
takes place over the oceans where the parcel ofair absorbs water vapour and is waflned
As a parcel ofwarm. moist air rises it expands and cools down. This causes the water
vapour it contains to progressivcly condense, release latent heat ofvapourisation ac sensihle
heat and warm the parcel ofair thus giving it additional buoyancy
'l'here is a temperature gradient in the tropospherc from the wann sudace to the cold upper
troposphere. Because of this temperature gradient the warm, moist parcel ofairwill heless
dense than the air immediately above it and wiil therefore rise
Consequently, the rate ofascent ofthe now warm, moist parcel ofair is govemed by two
factors. These are the amount ofwater vapour it contains and the steepness ofthe
temperature gradient.

What happens to these two lactors when the earth warms up by say I degree?
The amount ofwater vapour picked urp by the air parcel, mainly over the oceans, would
increase by around 6.5%. This add iiional water vapour will release more sensible heat and
provide greater buoyancy and cause the parcel ofairto rise l'aster.
The temperalue gradient would lessen and cause the parcel ofair to rise more slowly.

Which wins: the additional watcr vapour or the lower temperature gradient?
As far as I am aware, the CSIRO is adamant tlat thc lower temperature $adient wins and
rvins handsomely, so that the period for the hydrological cycle lengthens by around 4%n 1br
each 1 degree increase in temperature.
As f'ar as I am aware. there is irrelittable obscrvational data sho\\ing that the additional
water vapour is the winner by a small margin. This observational data shows the period
the hydrological cycle either remains unchanged or shoftens by around 1olo per I degree
increase in temperature,

of

Does getting the period

olthe virtual hydrological cycle wrong by

or a
few frrctions ofa day matter?
Yes it does. The virtual temperature increase needed to re-establish the eafth's energy
balance, following a doubling ofviftual CO2 is highly sensitive to these small percentage
changes in the period ofthe virtual hydrological cycle.
a few percent

Firstly, ifthe scientists who progiam a CCM get the period wrong by say 5% and their
CCM predicts a 3 de$ee increase in temperature, then the period will incrcase overall by
15% (3 times 5%) from l1-days to 12.65-days.

It is generally agreed that

a mooted doubling ofCO2 would increase downward long wave
radiation at the surface by around 3.2 Waits per square metre (Wsqm).

It is generally agreed that for each I degree increase in lemperature. with no change in the
period ofthe hydrological cycle, evaporation would cool the earth's surihce by an
additional 5.1 Wsqm. Most evaporation (86%) takes place over the oceans and in
equatorial regions and mid-latitudes. Consequently, evapomtion also cools planet eadh
because the water vapour condenses and releases the latent heat ofvapourisation as sensible
heat above most ofthe greenhollse gases. Consequently this sensible heat. having bypassed most ofthe greenhouse gases, can easily radiate into space, but only a small
percentage can radiate back down to re-wam the surt'ace.
A 4% Iengthening ofthe period ofthe hydrological cycle, which is about the avcrage
slowdown ofthe virtual hydrological cycles programmed into the major GCMS, reduces
virtual evaporative cooling from 5.1 Wsqm per degree rise in temperature to.iust I .75
Wsqm per degree, a reduction of around 3.3 Wsqm per degree.
Consequently, a GCM that predicts a flxed 3.2 Wsqm ofadditional warming due to a
mooted doubling ofCo2 will result in a say 3 degree increase in temperaturc will nced to
reduce the 'unchanged period' vil'tual evaporative cooling of 15.2 w/sqm to just 5.3 Wsqm.
a huge 9.9 Wsqm (3 times 3.3) reduction to get this result.

As lar as I am aware, the predictions that a mooted doubling of CO2 would be likely to
cause more than a I degree increase in temperature are based on speculations, that the
period ofthe hydrological cycle lengthens, that are unsubstantiated.

No caring and responsible govenlment should impose any costs on businesses, households
or the Federal budget until tle CSIRO cites the reference for published peer rcviewed
research papers that contain observational data which clcarly proves the period olthe
global hydrological
inc/ea5e5. It is now 'Show &
hldrological clcle
cycle Iengthens
Ienghen. as global lemperdture
temperature inc/eases.
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